
REVIEWS FROM A FEW OF OUR PARTNERS AND CLIENTS

Trustworthy Responsive
Knowledgeable Keeps me informed

October 17, 2019

Overall Rating

I have been a CPA in Indiana for approximately five decades. In the last five of those years I have
collaborated with Sharon Morgan EA of IRS Tax Pros, Inc. with numerous clients of mine many of
whom are new to our firm with IRS tax problems. Several of these clients have been in a fix with the
IRS for many years now. With Sharon we do a complete Tax Analysis at the start of each case. Her
Tax Analysis Report provides detailed information so she and I working together can create the best
plan of action moving forward toward complete resolution. While, I highly recommend having a tax
analysis report done for those who have IRS tax problems it is her knowledgeable, friendly but
professional approach both with me and my clients have always been happy with their results. The
utilization of her services has helped me delivery a better more confident work product while saving
us and our client both you time and money! Sharon is simply amazing to work with! I encourage you
to give her the opportunity to help your company. Fred Prall & Company, Inc.

Fred P (verified client)
Evansville IN

October 16, 2019

Overall Rating

I cannot begin to describe what a blessing was having Sharon Morgan's phone number. I had an
emergency where I was about to sell a house and the title company called at the last minute to
inform a tax lien. I called Mrs. Morgan and I was honestly impressed with her professionalism, her
knowledge, her attention and more than anything her promptness and disposition. I am truly happy
her services and will be ever grateful. You can not go wrong with such a professional.

Michaelangelo R (verified client)
Lake Mary fl

July 23, 2019

Overall Rating

We had a very unusual tax debt when we shut down our business due to a disability. Sharon was
very knowledgeable in how we should handle our case. When Sharron wasn't sure about something
she made sure to enlist someone who could help. I would highly recommend her and will always be
in her debt.

Geoff M (verified client)
MURPHYS California



March 22, 2018

Overall Rating

Sharon is nothing short of a miracle professional I am a US expat currently living in Melbourne
Australia without her professional, hands-on approach in dealing with NY Tax authorities I would be
completely lost and helpless! In less than 2-3 days shed managed to resolve my case to my
complete satisfaction and vindication. Thanks a lot from Down Under!

Michael S (verified client)
Melbourne Australia

October 09, 2017

Overall Rating

I was at my wits end with my tax liabilities and penalties. The IRS had rescinded my payment plan
because of a non-compliance issue. I contacted Sharon and she was able to get me back into
compliance and get my payment plan reinstated for a lot less money than the bigger firms quoted
me. Thanks to her knowledge and professionalism, I am able to sleep again.Sharon was such a
pleasure to deal with and always let me know where we were at in the process. I have nothing but
praise for the way Sharon handled my problem and would highly recommend her to anyone. Thank
you so much for taking a huge burden and making easy work of it!

Jake C (verified client)
Longwood Florida

July 12, 2017

Overall Rating

Sharon has provided expert assistance to my clients. She is very knowledgeable and professional
and always follows through to answer questions and to ensure that clients are satisfied. You will be
very satisfied with her abilities!

Stefanie K (verified client)
Sherman Oaks CA

October 30, 2016

Overall Rating

Sharon found solutions where there did not seem to be any solutions. She worked hard; was very
professional; and negotiated the very best possible outcome in my case. I was so happy my
accountant referred me to her. I would recommend her to anyone who needs the help of a true
professional.

Anne W (verified client)
Modesto CA



September 26, 2016

Overall Rating

Tens of Thousands that what Sharon from Tax Pros saved me. After a lengthy and costly battle with
the IRS on my own I turned to Tax Pros based on a referral and I couldn't have been happier. I had
been battling with the IRS for almost a year and an half, by myself, over a 1099 that was misfiled
and all I got was the run around and collection notices till Sharon jumped in. With her diligence and
tenacity she was able to provide me with direction and optimism and corrected the situation in half
the time. She is the BEST.

Manny M (verified client)
Avon Oh

August 11, 2016

Overall Rating

We were referred to Sharon after the IRS 'lost' 10 months of our back tax payments and had issued
a lien on our property. To say we were extremely frustrated with our futile dealings with the IRS was
an understatement. Sharon came in and untangled the mess and was able to act on our behalf to
get the situation resolved. She was extremely professional; always returning emails and phone calls
promptly and keeping us informed every step of the way. In addition to that, she was very
knowledgeable and always positive and encouraging that we would indeed get this problem solved.
And she did! So, so happy with the outcome and the service she provided for us. Will keep her
number forever :)

Kristin H (verified client)
Kansas City MO

June 28, 2016

Overall Rating

I will have to say that things looked very dark for me. I was left with a debt from a previous
relationship that left me almost helpless. By prayer I was led to a great accountant that put me in
touch with Sharon. When I found out what she could possibly do for me and my situation I held my
breath hoping that this would be the miracle that I was waiting for. I had been dealing with this
horrible situation for 4 years. I remember when talking with Sharon in the beginning she told me to
just hold on, this would be a tough but reachable journey and remembering that this was a marathon
not a sprint! Sharon along with my accountant Brent always answered my emails and never left me
to wonder over the last 2 years. Sharon called me at work one afternoon and was so excited to tell
me that it was all final!!! Sharon came through with flying colors!!!!! She helped reduce my $$$ IRS
debt to $10,000. What a blessing she has been! I will always be thankful for so many things but
Sharon (my God sent Angel) has helped me to see a future again! I am a single women that now
has hope where 6 years ago I couldn't even hardly breathe. Thank you Sharon Morgan for your
talents and dedication to the people. We need more out there like you! Sharon Morgan has my
highest recommendation

Denese M (verified client)
Branson Missouri



June 27, 2016

Overall Rating

I'm a CPA in Missouri, and for a tax client of mine Sharon has provided tremendous OIC service &
effort, culminating in a successful compromise of what had been a huge IRS balance. I give Sharon
my highest recommendation!

Brent D (verified client)
Branson MO

June 01, 2016

Overall Rating

Sharon was truly the answer to our prayers. We have been dealing with tax problems since 2008
and have worked with other tax professionals, who were not able to get results. From our first
conversation with Sharon, we felt confident that she would be able to help us. She was with us every
step of the way and was always available when we needed her. She set our expectations from the
beginning, and everything worked exactly the way she said it would. She truly cares about her
clients and it really shows. We just found out yesterday that our OIC was accepted! THANK YOU!!!

Susan D (verified client)
Charlotte NC

September 28, 2015

Overall Rating

I would probably not even have my business if it were not for you and your company and the service
you gave me- as always I am so very happy to have met you and I hope all is well - also I am staying
compliant on my IRS returns etc. lol - thank you once again for all of your time and calm in the face
of my many storms sincerely Amy Edmonson/ Savoca

Amy E (verified client)
port orange fl

September 11, 2015

Overall Rating

I was fortunate enough to be referred to Sharon at IRS Tax Pros for IRS issues that had been going
on for a long time and I owed them a substantial amount of money. Being a senior citizen with
limited income and very limited retirement income, I didn't know how I was going to deal with it
without having to give up everything we had. With her experience, knowledge and perseverance
Sharon was able to get not only an acceptable settlement but an INCREDIBLE settlement for me.
She is an EXPERT especially in dealing with appeals. Trust me, if you are in need of someone who
will represent you, stand by you, and get the best possible results for you in dealing with the IRS,
you need Sharon Morgan, IRS Tax Pros to represent you! Thank you Sharon!!

Rhonda J (verified client)
Indian Harbour Beach FL



August 24, 2015

Overall Rating

I have referred several clients who have had IRS problems. Sharon has done a very good job in
working with these clients. Feedback from my clients has been very positive in working with Sharon
and assisting getting their problems resolved.

Richard D (verified client)
Lakeland Fl

August 13, 2015

Overall Rating

I'm in insulation contractor in the state of New Jersey I had a problem back in 2009 with my
employment tax returns my accountant which I had for 30 years cannot help me he recommended
Sharon I called her she checked into everything within two months she had this whole mess taking
care of by the way she even got me a return of over $3000 I highly recommend Sharon she's worth
her weight in gold if you have any issues with the IRS give her a call she is a real professional

John G (verified client)
Toms river New jersey

August 04, 2015

Overall Rating

I'm a CPA with a "Main Street" practice in southwest Missouri. I have referred to, and collaborated
with, Sharon at IRS Tax Pros for the benefit of several clients. The experiences and the service have
been exceptional. I give her my highest recommendation!

Brent D (verified client)
Springfield MO

June 16, 2015

June 16, 2015

Overall Rating

Sharon, Thanks for these approvals. You worked on them, effectively and efficiently. You, indeed,
are The Pro in the industry. Thank you very much.

Sol R (verified client)
Longwood FL


